
A PROVEN
PROCESS FOR
BUILDING A
BUSINESS THAT
RUNS BETTER
WITHOUT YOU!

“Clone yourself” so any team

member or remote worker can

do any job the right way.

Have more free time and

freedom to point in whichever

direction you choose.

Scale faster and easier without

you being involved in the 

day-to-day.

Be able to “step away” or take

vacations without work or worry.

Finally have a hands-off fully

automated business process!
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WHAT’S WAITING FOR YOU

INSIDE

Here at Foundr we have a strict “no guru policy”. It’s one that we’ve had since Day 1

all the way back in 2013. We only work with leading practitioners of their craft.

Foundr instructors must meet a stringent set of qualifications in order to be able to

work with us to create a course for our community. One of them being that they

must be an actual founder who has built a successful business (oftentimes

multiple) in the exact field they will be teaching you in. We allow zero fluff, zero

theory, and zero bs.

So when you invest the time and money into a Foundr course, you can be absolutely

certain you’re learning proven content from someone who’s done it before. It will

work if you work it.

I’m Basically Working Day And Night And At The End Of The Day I'm
Completely Exhausted. I Feel Like I’m Constantly Putting Out Fires Or
Just Waiting For Something To Pop Up That Needs Fixing.

Sometimes It’s Hard For Me To Just Trust Someone Else To 
Do It The Right Way Like I Would. I Want To Spend More Time On Big
Picture Things, But I Get Stuck In Low-Impact Repetitive Tasks.

If you’ve ever felt this way…

You're about to discover a completely new and radically

different way of “easy systems building” which allows you to

finally run your business instead of feeling like it runsrun your business instead of feeling like it runs

you.you.

Because what if you could grow and scale your business

faster than you ever have before...

Without YOU being the one who does the work?!

Now this might sound “too good to be true”, but you’re about

to see the real stories of how countless businesses just like

yours have already proved that…

...you can actually get more done while “stepping...you can actually get more done while “stepping

away” and working less.away” and working less.

And you don’t need to block off a whole week to do this, you

don’t need some “McDonalds-level” complex system, and YOU

don’t even need to be the one who builds it!

Just follow (or hand off) this proven 10-minute-a-day, 

step-by-step process for “cloning yourself” and getting your

brain and unique business knowledge and process down on

paper…

And watch as your business starts to run on auto-pilotrun on auto-pilot while

reducing repetitive errors…

You quickly increase profitincrease profit without increasing workload…

And you suddenly have  to spend on higher leverage activities.

And all it requires is just 10 minutes a day!

HOW TO PREDICTABLY INCREASE PROFIT
WITHOUT INCREASING YOUR WORKLOAD

As a serial entrepreneur he’d been running remote teams since

2009, everything from ecommerce stores, a digital marketing

agency, SaaS, and even an app.

But like so many of us, instead of running his business, his

business ran him.

Staying up all night working long hours until 6am managing

remote employees in other countries…

Constantly finding himself “trapped” doing repetitive

low impact tasks when he could instead be focusing on high-

level strategy or growing the business...

Frustrated watching team members make the same mistakes

over and over, costing money, wasting valuable time, and

sometimes even creating legal or compliance headaches...

All while stressing out micromanaging employees, feeling like

if he wasn’t there they wouldn’t do it the right way.

What had started as passion, had now quickly turned into a

nagging pain.

And what was first launched as a quest to gain control over his

life and personal freedom, had now overtaken everything to

the point of exhaustion and near burnout.

EVEN THE BEST BUSINESS OWNERS
CAN’T “OUTWORK” A BAD SYSTEM OR

INEFFICIENT PROCESSES

This is the “rat race” trap so many good business owners fall

into...of no fault of their own!

Because today “just work harder” is a mantra thrown around

like it’s the only solution to business problems.

But working harder doesn’t fix the REAL problem! In fact,

oftentimes it just creates even more chaos, complexity, and

confusion.

These same people are the ones working morning to night,

glued to their phones during family dinners, and who find

themselves never truly able to “step away” even on weekends

or vacation.

That’s why one of the biggest “aha moments” we watch

business owners have again and again -- especially

solopreneurs or those with smaller teams of less than 10 or so

employees...

If they have a disorganized process that’s constantly repeating

the same mistakes and requiring the “boss” to double check

all the work…

If at their core is an inefficient system where the owner is the

“bottleneck” constantly burning the midnight oil just to keep up

while on the verge of burnout...

...that business can never truly scale.

Every day that broken system bleeds time, money, and energy

away from the owner and their team…

And no amount of “just work harder!” can possibly fix it!

And for Vinay, he had no choice. His current workload was

unmanageable, unscalable, and unenjoyable.

It was either systemize or burnout.

IS THAT NO MATTER HOW HARD THEY WORK,
THEY CAN’T “OUTWORK” A BAD SYSTEM!

“THE 10-MINUTE 
MVP METHOD”

A SIMPLE SYSTEM FOR “CLONING YOURSELF”
AND INCREASING PROFITS WITHOUT

INCREASING YOUR WORKLOAD

Which is why we’re so confident this new Systems-Driven

Business course is truly unlike anything you’ve ever seen...

Because it’s NOT about some random process docs or pieced

together checklists that leave you even more overwhelmed

than before you started…

But instead it’s a strategy-first approach so it can be adapted

and work seamlessly for your unique business and goals.

The entire course is built around Vinay’s revolutionary 

“10-Minute MVP Method”.“10-Minute MVP Method”.

The “10 Minute MVP Method”The “10 Minute MVP Method” allows you to turn

10 minute “braindumps” into detailed processes so

you never have to do repetitive low-impact tasks

ever again.

The “10 Minute MVP Method”The “10 Minute MVP Method” gives you a 

step-by-step blueprint to easily create an efficient

business systems so you can “step away” without

worry while your business runs on autopilot.

The “10 Minute MVP Method”The “10 Minute MVP Method” is actionable and

easy to understand. It’s not about “theory” or

philosophy, but instead shows you how to “build

yourself out of a job”.

This is a proven front-to-back process for quickly and easily

systematizing each area of your business so you can scale

your results without you being the one who does the work.

It’s a detailed step-by-step “minimum viable process” (MVP)

that requires only 10-minutes a day...and you don’t even have

to be the one who implements it!

These are the “best of the best” systems insights distilled

from 450,000+ different businesses and perfected for any

business, budget, or background.

Insights not available anywhere else in the world.

ABOUT FOUNDR'S NEW COURSE

VINAY PATANKAR
CO-FOUNDER & CEO

AT PROCESS.ST

M E E T  Y O U R  I N S T R U C T O R

VINAY PATANKAR
MY GOAL IS TO HELP BUSINESS OWNERS BUILD
THEMSELVES OUT OF A JOB.

Meet Vinay Patankar, founder of Process St, the world’s leading process and

workflow management software used by companies like Amazon, Airbnb,

Facebook, The Gap, Spotify, and 450,000 others!

An alum of the famous Silicon Valley AngelPad Incubator, Vinay has raised more

than 13.3 million dollars in funding from respected brands like Salesforce, Accel,

and Atlassian.

Featured in Forbes, Business Insider, Yahoo Finance, MarketWatch, and

Entrepreneur…

Today Vinay is widely regarded as one of today’s leading experts on using systems

and processes to grow businesses and help entrepreneurs “take back control” of

their lives.

With more than 450,000+ customers, Vinay knows exactly what works and what

doesn’t work when it comes to creating a systems-driven business.

There are many authors and self-proclaimed “gurus” who preach the philosophy of

systems but can’t show you the nuts-and-bolts of how to actually use it in your

own business...

Instead Vinay is an actual founder who is not only doing it himself, but helping

tens of thousands of business owners do it too.

There’s no one better to help you use systems to optimize your business for both

maximum growth, profitability, and free time!

CUSTOMERS 
INCLUDE:

FEATURED IN:

MODULE 1 MODULE 2 MODULE 3 MODULE 4 MODULE 5 MODULE 6

MODULE 1

CREATING A SYSTEMS-FIRST BUSINESS TO
SCALE & GROW FAST

In this module you’ll begin to completely rethink the way in which your business

functions day to day. You’ll lay the foundations for a company-wide “systems

mindset” which allows you to scale faster and easier without you ever feeling like

you’re the bottleneck.

Lesson #1:Lesson #1: The Systems-Driven Business

Lesson #2:Lesson #2: Unleashing Your Systems

Mindset

Lesson #3:Lesson #3: How To Plan For Rapid Scale

Lesson #4:Lesson #4: Knowing When It’s Time To

Systematize Your Business

Lesson #5:Lesson #5: The Most Costly & Painful

Systems Mistakes

Lesson #6:Lesson #6: The Top 6 Systems Terms You

Must Know

So now after years of dedicating his life to escaping the rat

race by working smarter not harder...working smarter not harder...

Today it’s safe to say Vinay has “cracked the code” for creating

systems that free up your time and help you scale far easier

than ever before.

He designed a step-by-step way to “clone yourself” so you

could finally escape the day-to-day operations of the company

and work “on the business” instead of in the business.

To date, Vinay’s company Process Street has already helped

over 450,000 different businessesover 450,000 different businesses to “clone themselves”

by implementing effective systems and processes into their

operations.

Businesses have grown faster as they’ve switched from 

task-driven to systems-driven…

Founders have more freedom and free time as they now

create systems to run the business and hire peoplecreate systems to run the business and hire people

who run the systems.who run the systems.

And ultimately, Vinay is helping business owners just like you…

...build themselves out of a job!

ACCESS THE  BEST-OF-THE-
BEST “SYSTEMS  INSIGHTS” BEHIND

 450,000+  DIFFERENT  BUSINESSES...

FOUNDR'S
NO GURU
POLICY

INVEST IN SYSTEMS TO TAKE BACK 
CONTROL AND “BUY BACK” YOUR TIME

 SOME RESULTS? 
CHECK THIS OUT!

HOW IMPROVING CONTENT
CREATION PROCESSES
RESULTED IN SAVING
$5,000 PER MONTH

BEFORE: Content Allies was

undergoing rapid growth and its

founder needed to build the

business capacity. The aim was to

move away from project

management per se & focus on the

process.

HOW STREAMLINING
EMPLOYEE ONBOARDING
LEADS TO HAPPY
CUSTOMERS

BEFORE: Wodify have handled 4,000

gyms in 90 countries. Their own

challenge was long employees

onboarding, and their rapid success

resulted in outdated processes that

were implemented wrongly by their

veteran employees.

HOW PAPERLESS
EMPLOYEE ONBOARDING
CUT $30,000 IN STAFF
EXPENSES

BEFORE: A-Team Lending is a

California-based mortgage broker

with over a dozen full-time

employees and 20 commissioned

salespeople. They were estimating

an extra $30,000 monthly in staff

expenses to support their growth

with manual processes.

SIGN UP NOW A

AFTER: In this way they managed 

to improve their processes &

streamline them so that they did

not need to hire an operations

manager & thus cut their hiring

cost, while tripling their revenue.

AFTER: By documenting their

core processes, they were able to 

create a knowledge base that 

their employees could reference

if they were unsure of how to 

perform their tasks. This has

allowed them to scale while

providing the same quality service

to their customers in several new

ways. Also, their onboarding

process halved.

AFTER: Within the first month of

working on their processes, they

have managed to fully automate a

large chunk of their HR 

onboarding systems and elude 

any extra expenses. Hence they 

are rapidly scaling up and adding

new salespeople to its team, with

direct impact on the revenue.

FROM “HAMSTER WHEEL” BURNOUT TO
HANDS-OFF SCALING USING THE WORLD’S

SIMPLEST SMALL BUSINESS SYSTEM

But before companies like Facebook, AirBnb, The Gap, Spotify,

and Amazon were customers of his, using his process-driven

framework to turn “small systems” into “big business”...

...by efficiently streamlining their workflows, increasing

productivity, and saving massive amounts of time andsaving massive amounts of time and

money...money...

And before blowing up on sites like Product Hunt,Product Hunt, being an

alumni of the famous Silicon Valley AngelPad Incubator,AngelPad Incubator, and

raising more than 13.3 million dollars in funding from

respected brands like Salesforce, Accel, and Atlassian...Salesforce, Accel, and Atlassian...

Vinay Patankar was an overwhelmed and overworked

business owner.

I WAS WORKING 12 HOUR DAYS 7 DAYS A
WEEK AND WAS BURNING THE CANDLE AT
BOTH ENDS. I KNEW THERE HAD TO BE A
BETTER WAY.
VINAY PATANKAR FOUNDER OF PROCESS.ST

THE “OVERWORKED ENTREPRENEUR’S”
BLUEPRINT FOR BUILDING TIME-SAVING

SYSTEMS IN JUST 10 MINUTES A DAY

Plug-And-Play System Building:Plug-And-Play System Building: You save time by not

having to recreate the wheel. Instead just follow this

simple step-by-step process for turning your owner-reliant

business into a systems-driven machine that runs better

without you.

No More Micro-Managing:No More Micro-Managing: Say goodbye to feeling like

you have to micromanage to get the best results. Now

new employees will be onboarded easily and existing

employees will have a detailed process for every task

inside your business.

Tested By 450k+ Different Businesses:Tested By 450k+ Different Businesses: This course

is for all kinds of businesses. It contains the “best of the

best” insights behind what’s worked for more than

450,000 different systems-driven companies. Zero

guesswork.

Hands-Off Scaling:Hands-Off Scaling: This course is designed as a

complete systems playbook, allowing you to “hand it off”

to a team member who can implement it for you. You

save time by not doing it yourself, but can also jump in

and troubleshoot using the playbook at any time.

HOW TO TURN AN “OWNER
RELIANT” BUSINESS INTO ONE

THAT RUNS EVEN BETTER
WITHOUT YOU!

Discover The Simple System For “Cloning Yourself” And 
To Build A Time & Money Saving System In Just 10 Minutes A Day

S C R O L L  D O W N

SIGN UP NOW A
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BY JOINING TODAY YOU’LL ALSO RECEIVE INSTANT 
ACCESS TO THESE 7 AWESOME BONUSES WORTH $1,494

WHAT YOU’LL GET WHEN YOU TRY 
SYSTEMS-DRIVEN BUSINESS TODAY

© 2022 Foundr  ··  Privacy PolicyPrivacy Policy ·  · Terms & ConditionsTerms & Conditions  ··  Email questions to  support@foundr.comsupport@foundr.com

BONUS 1

FINANCE FOR FOUNDERS (RETAILS $497)

To help you create a system for mastering your money, you’ll also receive instant access to another entire

Foundr course absolutely free!

Taught by $375M Fintech entrepreneur Alexa Von Tobel, the Finance For Founders course reveals how to

structure your finances the “smart way” so you not only make more, but finally keep more of what you

make!

This course normally sells for $497, but it’s included totally free with your investment in Systems-Driven

Business.

US $497

BONUS 2

COMPLETE SALES TEAM DOMINATION SWIPE FILE

These are Vinay’s very own proven processes used to create a winning sales team, easily increase the sales

in your business, and find hidden growth opportunities. Even includes 12 proven proposal templates to

quickly win more business!

BONUS 3

TOP COMPANIES PROVEN PLUG + PLAY PROCESSES

Process Street’s “vault” of case studies and examples of working processes from top growing

businesses and how they used processes and systems to scale. You’ll get the exact copy and paste

templates so you can implement the winning systems and processes of those who have been there

and already succeeded!

BONUS 4

FREE “MONEY MAGNET” EMAILS

Get exclusive access to the best email campaigns Process Street have created to increase open rates,

clicks, conversions, and ultimately drive sales at the push of a button. From cold outreach to

relationship building, these are proven email marketing campaigns that you can put to use instantly!

BONUS 5

STRESS FREE SOCIAL MEDIA AUTOMATION

Find out the top tools, checklists, and processes to automate your social media and save hours per week!

You’ll see the most seamless way to post on multiple platforms, multiple times a day without getting

“flagged” or losing engagement.

BONUS 6

SYSTEMS-DRIVEN BUSINESS 2-FOR-1 LICENSE (RETAILS AT $997)

Since we know how important it is to have business partners or team members on the same page 

when creating your systems and processes, we’d like to invite your business partner or team 

member to join you for free.

You two can split the investment but each still have access to everything!

US $997

BONUS 7

FAST TRACK YOUR ‘A-TEAM’:

Finding, hiring, and onboarding top talent isn’t easy. This bonus content gives you everything you 

need to get them into the “business systems” mindset so they can hit the ground running.

SAVE 50%
WITH THE EXCLUSIVE 

LAUNCH DISCOUNT

Right now you can invest in Systems-Driven Business for

nearly HALF its normal price. So act now and save $500

during the launch of this course! Because once the doors

close, the discount disappears.

YOUR TURN

6 Easy-To-Follow Training Modules

37 In-Depth Video Lessons

5+ Hours of Proven Systems Content

Professionally Produced Workbook

7 Exclusive Bonuses worth $1,494

Limited-time Discount of $500 when you Sign Up today

365-Day Guarantee

Foundr 24/7 Customer Support

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Do I need a lot of time to implement this?

Just 10-minutes a day, that’s it! Vinay designed this system-building methodology when he was an

overwhelmed and overworked entrepreneur who didn’t have “extra time” to build out a new system. So if you

can do a quick 10-minute a day “braindump”, that’s all you really need.

Can I hand this off to a team member to do it?

How do I know if this will work for my audience, product, or industry?

Do I need expensive or complex software?

I’ve tried some systems tactics. What makes yours better or different?

Do I need a lot of money to get started?

Will there be plenty of step-by-step examples to illustrate the points?

Is it applicable to everywhere in the world?

What if I need extra support beyond the course?

Why is it worth the investment?

How long will it take to do the course?

Will this offer be available again at this price?

Is there a payment plan available?

How does your refund policy work?

At Foundr, we bring you educational content from some of the greatest entrepreneurs of our generation. Their talents and work ethic are exceptional. When we present revenue and sales figures on our website, we are showcasing

exceptional results, which do not reflect the average experience. You should not rely on any revenue, sales, or earnings information we present as any kind of promise, guarantee, or expectation of any level of success or earnings. Your

results will be determined by a number of factors over which we have no control, such as your financial condition, experiences, skills, level of effort, education, changes within the market, and luck. Running an online business carries risks,

and your use of any information contained on this website is as at your own risk. We provide content without any express or implied warranties of any kind. By continuing to use our site and access our content, you agree that we are not

responsible for any decision you may make regarding any information presented or as a result of purchasing any of our products or services.

CONTROL AND “BUY BACK” YOUR TIME

Time is the one asset you can never get back.

That’s why the best entrepreneurs know it’s not just about how big or profitable your

business is, but it’s also how efficient it runs without you having to be there!without you having to be there!

And now by simply investing in the Systems-Driven Business program, for less a cup

of coffee ($1.35 a day), you get access to the proven insights behind 450,000

different business systems.

And unlike that cup of coffee that’s gone in a few minutes, this is business building

knowledge that lasts a lifetime!

Plus you get all the exclusive bonuses and a 365-day guarantee.Plus you get all the exclusive bonuses and a 365-day guarantee.

Click the “Sign Up Now” button anywhere on this page.

Enter your billing details in our secure and 
encrypted checkout portal.

Open your welcome email & access your entire course 
curriculum and bonuses.

Build your systems-driven business knowing you’re 
protected by our 365-day guarantee.

Reach out to us anytime at support@foundr.com 
with any questions or comments.
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5 SIMPLE STEPS TO GET 
STARTED TODAY RISK-FREE

SIGN UP NOW! A

NOW IT'S
YOUR TURN!

PLUS FREE 
EXCLUSIVE BONUSES

FULL DIGITAL COURSE ACCESS

3 X $397
3-MONTHLY PAYMENT PLAN

Access to the entire course

Professionally produced

follow-along workbooks

7x additional bonuses

SIGN UP NOW A

Based on 100+ Reviews

WE ARE TRUSTED BY THOUSANDS AROUND THE WORLD

“These guys are the real deal”“These guys are the real deal”

These guys are the real deal. Love your work.

Practical and insightful. I am learning about

how to launch courses. Enjoying the material

(although they do take some time).

Alex G

Top tier content creatorsTop tier content creators

Top tier content creators, providing value at

every turn. Genuinely useful content that can

help fuel your entrepreneurial journey more than

any other company.

James Gayle - Shogun Digital UK

Fantastic coursesFantastic courses

Fantastic courses, helped us scale our store to

6 figures and now we are taking more to get to

7. The organization and efficiency in the

lessons combined with the workbook is very

easy to digest and take action on. TY Foundr!

Stephen Bradeen

FOUNDR MAGAZINE. LEARN FROM SOME OF THE GREATEST ENTREPRENEURS OF OUR GENERATION.

START YOUR SYSTEM
DRIVEN BUSINESS
COURSE NOW!

SIGN UP NOW A

ABOUT US

Foundr is a global media and education company that connects millions of

people every month with some of the most successful living entrepreneurs

of our generation. Entrepreneurs such as Richard Branson, Arianna

Huffington, Mark Cuban, Tim Ferriss and many more. Foundr breaks down

their strategies and experiences into actionable, battle-tested content

through magazines, podcasts, videos, blogs, and online courses — so that

you too can start, build, and grow a successful business.

We only work with practitioners who have built one or more successful

businesses. Our mission is to democratize entrepreneurial education and

bring it to the masses to help entrepreneurs build and grow successful

businesses and to create the future generation of entrepreneurs that drive

humanity forward.

174
COUNTRIES AROUND

THE WORLD

80
MAGAZINES

3M+
FOLLOWERS

275
PODCASTS

PLUS IT’S ALL BACKED BY 
OUR 365-DAY GUARANTEE

Our 365-Day Guarantee gives you a full year to try out the course, risk-free. We

are so confident that you will get results that we give you an entire calendar

year to complete the course and implement the teachings. And if you’re not

PUMPED with your results within a year despite doing the work, we’ll give you a

full refund. For full details of our policy, please read the section “Refund Policy

– The Systems-Driven Business” in the Terms & Conditions page.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF YOUR SPECIAL 
OFFER BEFORE IT EXPIRES.

GET STARTED TODAY! A
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